**Dark Green Rod**

**Facilitator:** Read the task card and make sure everyone understands what to do

**Team Captain:** Make sure everyone stays on task

**Recorder Reporter:** Make sure paper and other materials are in the middle and that your group organizes their work

**Resource Monitor:** Make sure your team has the following materials:
Scratch paper (1 per team)
Centimeter paper
Tape (1 per team)
Scissors (2 per team)
Plastic bags, numbered (1 per team)

**Group Challenge:** Takeout a dark green rod. Your team’s job is to design and make (using cm paper) a rod that looks exactly like the dark green but is three times bigger.
Before you get any cm paper, agree on exactly what it should look like and design it on the scratch paper so I know you have a plan. *Call me over when your team has a plan.*

Show your ideas on here and/or the back:

---
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